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hey say variety is the spice of life.' If
so, look no further than this, the latest
issue ofEarth Heritage, the
contents of \vhich amply demonstrate the
myriad interests embodied within
geoconservation, and its appeal, both home
and abroad.
La dolce vita is typified by a look at Earth
heritage conservation, Italian style. Further
afield, in South Africa, we see hml' the
discovery of reptile bones, and community co
8 Sustainable mineral use - Between a rock
operation, can lead to a tremendously
and a hard place
enriching experience for all those involved.
How do we provide for what we think we need, but conserve what we
Closer to home, it is a case of something old,
should?
something new. We accompany Darwin on one
of his early geology lessons and break the ice
9 Tor-ist attraction
with a pingo. Back to the future, we delve
English Nature's 4,OOOth Site of Special Scientific Interest
deep to discover the hidden secrets of soil,
is a geological gem
look at the different approaches of the UK's
10 On Darwin's Trail
environment agencies to Earth heritage
Just prior to his Beagle adventure, Darwin undertook a geological foray
consen'ation, celebrate English Nature's latest
into Wales
geological site and ponder that seemingly
intractable problem, sustainable mineral
11 The Italian Job
development.
How Earth heritage conservation is actioned in a country
With a spread like this, I hope there is
with some spectacular assets
something to stimulate your interest.
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Interests
Earth heritage protection from
the Environment Agency and
Scottish Environment
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Editor

MAIN COVER PIGTURE:
The crystalline massif of Mont Blanc in
the future International Park "Espace
Mont Blanc", Valle d'Aosta, north-west
Italy.
Inset, plunging limestone folds in the
Portofino Regional Nature Park, Liguria,
north-west Italy.
(Both photos by Maurizio Burlando)
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First RIGS conference
will pose big questions
Hereford and Worcester RIGS Group is
planning to stage a conference for
English RIGS Groups. The first week in
September, 1998, is being considered as a
date.

conference programme, are:

A proposal will soon be put to Entrust (the
organisation which oversees the Landfill
Tax credit scheme), with a view to
obtaining sponsorship from a major waste
disposal operator under the terms of thc
Landtjll Tax credit system.

• Funding and sponsorship.

This funding will allow perhaps two
representatives from each RIGS Group to
attend the three-day conference free of
charge. It is hoped that other organisations.
such as local authorities. colleges and
universities.
wildlife
trusts
and
conservation bodies. will also attend.
With the RIGS initiative forging ahead.
there are many issues to debate; and there
is a need for those making and
implementing policy at county level to
have a forum. That may even become an
annual or biennial event, and it may g.ive
rise to an improved structure to the
movement.

• The desirability of recording site
information on computer using relevant
software (e.g. GD2) and the means of
purchasing such a system.

• Safety, insurance and the requirements
of the Health and Safety at Work Act.
• The use of GIS (Geographical
Infonnation Systems) in recording and
information processes.
• A workable relationship with quarry
and landfill operators and the
safeguarding of exposures and access.
• Criteria used to assess RIGS.
• The nee.d for a national archive centre
for all r~ded sites, assoctated data
links and infol111ation retrieval.
Relationships with County Planning
Departments and the significance of
County Minerals and Waste Disposal
Plans.

Some issues that could f01111 the basis of a

• Conflicts with consultants and'the
supply of information to the private
sector.

A fossil find on the Hebridean island of
Islay is sparking a new debate about
evolution and the origins of life.

animals which were believed to have been
the forerunners of the more complex
Cambrian creatures.

The tiny line of fossilized excrement
identified by Marti.n Brasier, of Oxford
University, and Duncan McIlroy, of
Liverpool University, appears to show that
complex animals, with a mouth and a gut,
existed very much earlier than previously
thought.

It is thought the animal which produced the
pellets would have been a marine Worm
about IOcm long. It was found in what
would have been a shallow tidal lagoon.

• The purchase and maintenance of sites,
the producton of guidebooks. the
construction of trails and the use of IT.
• Is the RIGS movement primarily about
recording or conservation')
Links with the educational
establishments and the public.
• Problems of site access. difficult
landowners, site boundary limits and
long term management agreements for
RIGS.
The conference will provide a lecture
programme, workshops, business displays,
field trips and social events. The Worcester
campus has cxcellent conference and
residential facilities and there is an
extensive section of the geological column
nearby.

Anyone wishing to register, present a
paper, make agenda suggestions, or
receive further information, should
contact Peter Oliver, Director, Hereford
and
"'orcester
RIGS
Group,
Department of Geography, \Yorcester
College of Higher Education. Henwick
Grove, Worcester ''''R2 6AJ, 'a" 01905
855184, fax 01905 855132.

Relict ice mounds and how to identify them

18 Palaeontology for the People!
A South AFrican RIGS experience

20 The Lowdown on Soils
Defining what the substance is...

The oval pellets, about 2mm wide and 4mm
long, have been dated at around 600million
years old. They blow apart the established
Big Bang theory that complex life forms
only began to evolve with the more recent
ructions of the Cambrian period, between
545million and SOOmiJlion years ago.
Pellets in rocks this old pre-date even the
Ediacara (after the Australian hills where
they are most found) faunas ofjellyfish-like

Very little is known about the creatures
living in the Precambrian period because
they were small and soft-bodied, and so
were unlikely to have been preserved in the
fossiJ record.
Ironically. after being hidden away for
millions of years, the fossils remained in
storage for a fUI1her 18 years follO\ving
their discovery.
"I put them in a drawer in the university and
basically forgot about them," said Martin
Brasier. "Two years ago, Duncan McIlroy

Ridges, comparable with marks made by the leg
like setae of worms or the limbs of arthropods.
Scale bar is 1Omm.
!Photo by Martill Brasier alld DUlleall Mc/lroy)

and I decided to do a paper on them, and we
have just completed that. Hopefully, it wi.1l
spark a debate on the origins of this type of
animal and the conditions which led to their
development."
The paper is published in the Journal of the
Geological Society. v 155.

- ne hope to have a more extended article
on the Scottish discovery, and its
implications, in the next issue of Earth
Heritage - Rob Threadgould, Editor

The future
for
fossils
A two-day conference exploring
and promoting the sustainable and
responsible management of the
fossil heritage is provisionally
scheduled for October 14-15, 1998,
at the National Museum of Wales,
Cardiff, and University of Wales,
Cardiff.
A Future for Fossils - the
sustainable management of our
heritage is intended to emphasise
practical mechanisms of fossil site
management and conservation and
will cover a range of topics
including:
- the range of uses and
requirements of the fossil
resource;
- the legal background to fossil
conservation in the UK and
abroad; and
- examples of 'best practice'
fossil site management.
A planned debating session is
titled Is the current legislation
adequate to conserve our fossil
resource in the UK?
A selection of key papers will be
published in a post-conference
volume. This is expected to
become a standard reference for
providing advice, guidance and
'best practice' examples for the
responsible and sustainable
management of fossil sites and the
fossil resource.
Conference organisers are
Jonathan Larwood, Dennis
Parsons and Andy King, at English
Nature, Northminster House,
Peterborough PEI 1UA. Further
information will be publicised
shortly along with a request for
presentations/papers.

Rural grants source
Rural RlGS groups may be able to attract
funding from Rural Action, a partnership
which encourages people to originate and
action community projects to benefit their
local environment.
Grants of up to £2,000 are available to cover
half the costs of the projects, which can
include specialist advice, technical services
and training. Volunteer time, donated
materials, services or equipment can be used
to match the funding.
More details from Rural Action, 'a' 01285
659599, The Wildlife Trusts' national office,
'll' 01544 544400, or a local Trust office.
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The conference Quarrying and the Built
Environment in Scotland attracted architects,
planners, quarriers, stone consultants,
geologists and conservationists - an eclectic
mix, testament to the interest in natural stone.
The conference, held at the British Geological
Survey, Edinburgh under the auspices of the
Conservation Comminee and Environment
Group of the Geological Society, London,
addressed many issues related to the stone
industry.
Ingval Maxwell (Historic Scotland) laid the
foundations, illustrating in 40 minutes over
6000 years of stone use in Scotland, its
diversity and myriad uses; commenting on the

sto

recent decline of the stone industry and, with
it, the loss of skills.

can be won with minimal public and
environmental impact.

safeguarding the environment with statutory
and non-statutory designations.

priced £12.50 plus
50p p&p).

Bob Heath and Ben Tindall, Architects and
Stone Consultants, explored the use and re-use
of stone, the variety of Scottish granites
available compared to imports and advocated
the 400 yard rule - that stone should be
sourced from within 400 yards of its point of
use.

Using as examples large South African stone
quarries, Judith 'Kinnaird highlighted the
importance to the stone industry of
Environmental Management Systems to help
improve resource management, limit waste
and improve after-use. Additional emphasis
was placed on the educational value of stone
quarries. In South Africa, some are now major
tourist attractions.

Government policy toward mineral working
tends not to dwell on natural stone. (However,
renewed Government interest in the use of
local stone was firmly established at a
previous conference, the Historic Scotland
sponsored Traditional Building Materials).

Moving
on
to
technical aspects of
using stone, Paul
McMillan
(Transport Research
Laboratory)
illustrated how 3D
knowledge of a rock
mass
maximises
excavation
and
product options.

Harry Tumbu/l (Stirling Stone Group), whose
company is providing finished stone for the
extension to the Royal Museum in Edinburgh,
spoke eloquently of the modern stone
industry; its attendant problems, perceived or
otherwise; and how, with a little thought, stone

Inset, Late Triassic and
earliest Jurassic strata at
Aust Cliff. The concrete
walkway has helped
reduce
erosion in recent years.

Above, Late Triassic strata at Manor Farm. The lower face exposes shales,
sandstones and impure limestones of the Westbury Formation. The higher
face comprises pale marls and limestones of the Cotham Member.
(Photo by Bristol City Council)

Temporary measures
yield rich pickings
Aust Cliff, near the original Severn Road
Bridge (above) in south Gloucestershire, is
known among geologists for its diverse, fossil
rich, features. However, well-preserved
material is becoming increasingly difficult to
find there, primarily because of the increasing
popularity of fossil collecting, pressure from
educational groups and the construction of a
concrete walkway, which has reduced tidal
erosion.
Recently, temporary exposures have been
created at Manor Farm, Aust, close to Aust
Cliff, to provide materials for the second
Severn crossing, a few miles downstream, The
new sections provide a unique opportunity to
study the Aust sequence at close hand and
place ex-situ finds of rocks, minerals and
fossils from the cliff section in a clear
stratigraphic context (inset above).
Close co-operation between RMC Roadstone
Lld (Western) and local geologists has enabled
optimum use of the site to study and document
its geology and collect specimens. John
Chevin of RMC was particularly helpful in
allowing access and encouraging geological
activities and investigations. Given· the

ored

temporary nature of the Manor Farm site,
amateur collectors and students have been
encouraged to collect material.
Geological records and a representative
collection of fossils and lithological samples
from the site are now held at the Bristol City
Museum and Art Gallery.
Aust Cliff exposes strata of late Triassic
(North-Rhaetian) and earliest Jurassic
(Hettangian) age, ranging from the red-brown
mudstones of the Mercia Mudstone Group
(fonnerly known as the Keuper Marl), through
the Penarth Group (the Rhaetic) and up into
the basal part of the Lower Lias.

Addressing planning issues, Brian Spiers
(Scottish Office, Development DepCll1ment)
explained how planning provides the
framework for meeting mineral needs, whilst

Malcolm Chisholm, former Scottish Office
Minister for Local Government, Housing and
Transport, endorsed objectives outlined in the
report A Future for Stone in Scotland (pictured
right). It provides a blueprint to develop the
promotion of the building stone industry.
Copies are available from Historic Scotland,

RIGS
group
provides
teachers
with
hands-on
experience
The
North
Wales
Geography Teachers'
Association was an
invited participant at
a Gwynedd and Man
RIGS Group field
meeting in the Aber
About
22
Valley.

The lack of a local skills base was recognised
as a key component in undermining stone's
reputation, for example when it leads to
simple, avoidable, technical failure occurring
in streetscapes.
The focus then shifted to conservation issues.
Matthew Bennett and Peter Doyle (University
of Greenwich) looked at the urban geological
resource in the built heritage. Emphasis was
placed on
the need for effective
communication - something Earth scientists
often struggle to achieve.
Resources and means to raise public
awareness included gravestones, and "stone
labelling", for example incorporating
inscriptions of rock age and provenance into
the built environment.
,'.
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people explored the potential for using the valley as a teaching aid for A-level students
in geomorphology, soils, geology and past and present land management.
The meeting was led jointly by Tony Rogers and David Jenkins, of the RIGS Group, and
archaeological content was provided by Francis L1ewellyn, of the University of Wales,
Bangor. It is hoped that similar meetings can be arranged in different locations.
(Photo by V.A.Rogers)

Ian Wilson (Alba Stone) pointed out that
although good quality Scottish granite setts are
available, the "official" view runs contrary,
and many are now imported.

Rob Threadgould (Scottish Natural Heritage)
promoted the value of the stone industry to
geological conservation, explaining how the
two interests can be perfectly reconcilable.

Indeed, five active stone quarries in Scotland
represent Sites of Special Scientific Interest.
The symbiosis that exists offers fertile ground
for developing public awareness and rural
development initiatives.
Bruno Miglio (W S Atkins Consultants)
described how Clashach stone, destined to be
used as a rain stream cladding system on the
extension to the Royal Museum, was tested
and selected, particularly in light of the large
slab size (2m long) specified.

Sourcing appropriate natural stone for
building renovations is a common problem.
Kim Tullelt and Wilson Manson (The
Buildings Renaissance Trust) proposed using
Achanarras Quarry (National Nature Reserve),
Caithness, as a source of flagstone. Employing
modern jet-belt technology, the hope is to
develop more "sustainable" quarrying
methods, whilst providing opportunities for
interpretation and renewed academic interest.

These strata rest unconformably on a platform
of Carboniferous Limestone, visible beneath
mud, boulders and seaweed to the north of the
bridge, at low tide. The most fossil-rich strata
at Aust lie within the Penarth Group and
Lower Lias, in the higher, precipitous part 'of
the cliff. Consequently, fossil hunters rely on
fallen blocks, and small specimens amongst
the beach shingle.

Finally, Norman Butcher (Lothian & Borders
RIGS Group) illustrated how several former
quarries in the Edinburgh area are used to raise
public awareness.

Jon Radley, Avon RIGS Group

The conference organisers may publish the
full papers.

Preseivatio
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In many parts of the UK, almost the only
geological exposures are old quarries or
spoil heaps.
In landlocked lowland counties like
Warwickshire, students of geology and
geomorphology increasingly rely on these un
natural features to study local landforms.
Some of the very best sites of importance for
nature conservation (SINCs) are fonner mines
and quarries.
SINCs nowadays tend to be divided into RIGS
(geological sites) and Wildlife Sites
(biological) but many serve as examples of
both. Thus the best wildlife habitats frequently
owe their existence to human activity based
upon the underlying geology.
This is certainly very true for Warwickshire.
However, the increasing demand for landfill,
or "brown field" restoration to accommodate
new industrial and commercial regeneration,
has led to many good quarries or colliery spoil
heaps disappearing.
Warwickshire Geology Conservation Group,
the county RIGS body affiliated to
Warwickshire Wildlife Trust, has therefore
been photographing, from air and ground,
places of geological interest created by
mineral industries.
From the air, the geology of Warwickshire can
be seen almost as if it were mapped out.
Along the main river valleys, sand and gravel
workings are often water filled and provide
excellent natural habitats for wildlife
(including Brandon Marsh Nature Reserve,
Warwickshire Wildlife Trust HQ). In the south
east, at the base of the Jurassic rocks, a li ne of
old limestone workings was developed to
extract material for cement manufacture. By
contrast, in the north of the county, a ridge of
hard rock and productive coal measures is
clearly visible from the lines of quarries and
coal spoil heaps.
Increasingly, quarries are being infilled,
although the new landfill tax (see issue 8)
could slow the rate. Similarly, colliery spoil
heaps are being dismantled and levelled. This
makes it all the more imperative to maintain
an adequate photographic record.

C6i1servatio
English Nature has taken legal and planning
advice and is treating damage to a geological
SSSI at Lee-on-the-Solent very seriously.
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Whatever the problems posed by destruction
of geological sites, careful photography can
continue to monitor their whereabouts.

John Ball,
Warwickshire Geological
Conservation Group
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A week of activities starting on Monday, June 22, will launch a new initiative called
Minerals '98. designed to put the extraction industry's case and explain its r61e in
society.

A subsequent report examining the modelling
of the foreshore response to waves does not
convincingly demonstrate that the foreshore
will be re-exposed by predicted wave action.
Furthermore, it is uncertain that even severe
winter storms are going to remove the
excessive shingle. The matter has been
fonnally raised with the
t.·_;·_~;.···;·lI''''<·~ local authority who, it is
anticipated. will begin the
~
..
~
;- - - _-.~t.. -., necessary remedial action
as soon as possible.
~~C\", _~X~

Most publicly visible and accessible of the events will be open days for schools and
families, with the emphasis on fun (and. of course, safety). At least 40 events are
promised at flagship sites, involving mineral operations around the country.
Additional events may also be staged at libraries, universities and other sites with an
industry focus.
Four focused conferences are planned for the week: one for MPs and other
decision-makers; one for educationalists; one for industry professionals; and one on
Health and Safety.

,'-

The initiative has the backing of the Department of Environment. Transport and the
Regions, and the Department of Trade and Industry. Trade and industry
organisations include the British Cement Association, the Confederation of British
Industry, the Confederation of UK Coal Producers, the Mining Association of the
United Kingdom, the Quarry Products Association and the Silica and Moulding
Sands Association.
More Information on
the
initiative
is
available
from
Minerals '98 Co
ordinator, 31 Market
Place, Henley, Oxon
RG9 2AA, n- 01491
411798, fax 410912.

Restored pit wins award
Restoration of an RMC Aggregates gravel pit
in Norfolk has won a Sand and Gravel
Association Restoration Award.
RMC extracted 60,000 tonnes of aggregate
from the site, in the Wensum Valley west of
Norwich, while the site owner, coarse fishing
personality John Wilson, planted perimeter
trees and shrubs and water-borne plants,and
stocked the newly-created 1.56 acre pond with
fish

"
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Even when sites are lost, evidence of former
acti vities can still be revealed by aerial
photography.
A quan), may be infilled, but its fOlmer
boundary, often dictated by the strike of the
rock formation, will be visible from the air. A
coal mine may have been closed long ago, and
its spoil heap removed, but the outline will
show up.

The damage stc;m~ from coastal"'defence and
beach re-nourilhn)~nt work. EQglish Nature
approved the s~h~hle provided ittl'was revised
to avoid dam~&~lrro the SSSI. ~r.fortunatelY,
the amount o~ slIingte piled onto 're beach far
exceeded thelle:vel~l.reqUired ,If)~ tuned most
of the natlon~ll~ Importan~l' fossll-nch
foreshore eJ'lposur~s. in Pla*ler · oy nearly a
metre. Fine Isidim~hts (pum, ed ashore with
~
,
dredged shin e) Have prod ced'\a layer of
mud,
the
foreshore ef~(i~lJn~·. "
"'~
Whilst 1i'~'{df~'Shorel:exPosus'{fjave f)een
preser'llab~~e~ a veil o\shingl~, ~~y,aie to
all pract:1-Slf)"" purp,'nses, lOacceSSlb1e\! the
.! of '
'f.
h f' 1i1 . ' \ ,
d
contljluetl"lJXposure
0 ~e \9\es ,o~ strata an
ablyfy ,'~' study and cOQect fOS~J~i frolp the
beaeh IS an integral par,t, of
SSSI's
con~hvation and scientific importance.

From the air, geological
features can be clearly seen.
Right, Middle Cambrian with
later igneous intrusions
revealed in a roadstone and
ballast quarry near Mancetter.
In the background to the left is a flooded former quarry of great nature conservation value.
Inset, Quaternary: Waverley Wood Pit, near Bubbenhall, mid Warwickshire, reveals Pleistocene sands
and gravels on land close to the River Avon. The working of this pit has shed new light on the
Wolstonian and an Achelian hand axe has been found under an ancient river channel. Unfortunately,
this site is now being landfilled and many useful features will be hidden from public view.
(Both photos by John Ball)
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lower foreshore
exposures at Lee-on-the
~' Solent are known as one
~ of the richest localities in
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the world for Eocene-aged fossil vertebrates,
especially shark, fish, turtle and birds. The site
is particularly renowned for its fossil sharks'
teeth. More than 35 different species have
been recorded, some unique to the locality.
Also, until recently, no mid-Eocene aged
fossil birds had been described from anywhere
in Britain. The upper Bracklesham Beds and
lower Barton Clays have yielded rare fossil
bones belonging to birds of prey, game birds
and water rails, in addition to more 'exotic'
species such as panots and large flamingo like
ducks. The strip of coast at Lee-on-the Solent
was notified as a SSSI in August 1992.

rake
yours
the main

.vent...
The

Rockwatch
e\'enl:;
supporl
pack is aJJ/I~d at
anyone who mighl
consider rIIl/ning a family event wilh a
geological J1avolll: The pack is a 'how 10'
guide to wl.:ing a glimmer of al/ idea
through to a successful, safe evenl. /1 has
been produced by the Rockwalch parlners,
The Wildlife TruSls, the Geologists'
Association alld BG plc.

Copies are m'ailable ftvm Helen FreeslOn,
Rock\l'tl.lc1l, Witham Park. Waterside South,
Lincoln LN5 7JR. 'Zr 01522 544400, e-mail
roe k. W II t c h @ II' i I d I i f e 
trusts.compu/il1k. co. uk
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Irish to examine
geotourism
The GeoConservation Commission, the
Geological Survey of Northern Ireland,
and the Geological Curators' Group, with
the support of the Environment and
Heritage Service of the Department of the
Environment Northern Ireland, will stage
a conference in the Ulster Museum, Belfast
from April 23-26, 1998.
The programme draws on all aspects of
geotourism, including:
• Geotourism and World Heritage Sites;
• The Giant's Causeway - a case study;
• A recent geotourism project involving the
Geological Survey of Ireland and the
Geological Survey of N011hem Ireland;
• CUITent geotourism initiatives;
• Geological and landscape heritage trails;
• The history of geotourism;
• The literature of geotourism;
• Town trails;
• Landscape, regional character and a sense of
place.
It is hoped the programme will include an
evening reception and a conference dinner.
Details of accommodation and cost-effective
travel will be available shortly.
Preliminary planning suggests two days of
formal sessions in the Ulster Museum and
two excursion days. The excursions will
include a visit to the Giant's Causeway and its
visitor centre via the Antrim Coast Road, and
the
limestone
country
of
the
Fermanagh/Cavan border, for
which
geotourism literature has been recently
developed. The day may also include a visit to
Marble Arch Caves.
For Preliminary ~egistration and the offer of
relevant papers, contact Kenneth James,
Geology Department, Ulster Museum,
Botanic Gardens, Belfast, BT9 5AB (-.:;' 01232
383135), providing name, address, 'phone
and fax numbers, and a provisional title if a
paper is offered.
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The fourth Association
of Welsh RIGS Groups meeting, in
LlangoUen in September, started with the
strange sight of dozens of people
brandishing torches at dusk to peer at the
buildings, War memorial and the butcher's
shopfront! It was the launch of the town's
geology trail! (The leaflet is shown above).
At the forum dinner, AWRG Chairman,
Cynthia Burek, stressed to the 65 delegates the
need for education at all levels to help people
understand what Earth heritage tries to
conserve. Countryside Council for Wales
Chairman, Michael Griffith, explained his
organisation's supporting role for Welsh RIGS
groups.
The next day, Mick Stanley, Director of Hull
Museums, urged the need for humour in
geology and demonstrated some novel ideas

developed in Hull. Tom Mason, of Armagh
Planetarium, then gave an insight into
geological conservation and education in
Ireland and South Africa (see page 18).
Fifty five men, women and children boarded
the steam train to test the draft Llangollen to
Can-og geological trail (Earth Heritage 8).
Much discussion ensued and a new draft will
be produced soon. A trip to Trevor QualTY,
above Llangollen, saw how sites are used for
sixth form geological education and examined
how to interpret the message for climbers and
walkers through the quarry.
Back at the forum venue, the Royal Hotel,
research reports on limestone pavements and
soil development in Wales were well received.
There were workshops for children (notably a
viscosity race between Branston pickle, honey
and handcream l ) and other sessions dealt with

lottery funding, land rock
Denbighshire countryside parks.

art

and

The 20 delegates who stayed over went on
field trips to three potential NEWRIGS sites in
Wrexham and Denbighshire. Greg Carson
took people to Dee Bridge, a Namurian site
showing the transition from feldspar-poor to
feldspar-rich deltaic deposits with obviously
different source areas. The next two sites were
visited by Charles Darwin and Adam
Sedgwick in 1831, pursuing Greenough's idea
of the Vale of Clwyd being Old Red
Sandstone, not T11assic New Red. The visits
were led by Michael Roberts.
The weekend was organised by NEWRIGS
and CCW The 1998 venue will be
Machynlleth, in mid Wales, and will have the
theme Mine and Mineral RIGS in Wales. A
visit to the Celtica exhibition is also planned.

The overall framework for winning
aggregates and minerals is provided by
Minerals Planning Quidance Note No 6 J ,
issued by the then Department of the
Environment in April 1994. It includes
policy aims and objectives, information on
recent use of minerals, instructions
("guidelines") to local planning authorities
about providing for anticipated needs and
protecting the environment, and general
advice about planning applications,
restoration, aftercare and research.
The biggest consumer of aggregates is
new roads (24%) closely followed by new
houses (20%). The planned reduction in
road building and the supposed need for
new houses may well see proportions
change.
Officially, recycled and secondary
aggregates only supply 4% of the demand,
although the real figure is believed to be
nearer 10%. This is despite the fact that the
tonnage generated by these sources amounts
to over half of the new material used.
With one important exception, the new
Government has not signalled any radical
new policies towards minerals and

o

Peter Shirley
Director of
Community
Affairs,
The Wildlife Trusts

f sustainable development means
anything, then it means taking a
long hard look at the ways we
win, use and dispose of minerals
- those most basic of natural resources.
As the new Government is committed to
sustainable development, we should
expect early action in connection with
minerals planning guidance.
We dig, quarry, mine and pump a
bewildering array of minerals: hard rock,
sand, gravel, peat, coal, oil, gas and metal
ores are all vital commodities. But they are
not won without environmental costs.
Neither are they all freely available in the
places and the amounts we think we need.
Because of this, Government policies are
important to regulate operations, conserving
both future supplies and natural landscapes
and features, and encouraging people to find
new ways of re-using waste and secondary
matetials.
aggregates. The exception is a possible
aggregates tax which the Treasury is
currently considering. One of the
justifications for this is the perceived need
to recycle aggregates and the feasibility of
doing this.
John Mortimer, Technical and External
Director of major minerals company ARC
Ltd says: "Reduce, re-use and recycle are as
much watch words for the aggregates
industry as they are for society as a whole.
Great progress has been made in increasing
the production and use of recycled
aggregates - driven by rising waste disposal
costs and by the limits on access to new
resources.

Recycled Materials
"Just five years ago recycled materials
accounted for 10% of total aggregate use.
Today, we estimate that the figure is 15%
and rising towards the maximum available
of 20 - 25% of demand. The fact is that we
build more than we knock down and we will
always, therefore, need new materials. An
aggregate tax is not necessary to achieve the
optimum level of recycling. It will bring no
environmental benefits and would damage
the economy."

attra

It is now a case of "wait and see". A
monitOling report on the operation of the
guidance in MPG6 is due this month
(January 1998), and an 18 month research
project on the overall planning approach is
due to report in March. After this, a full
review of the Guidance Note is promised,
with full public consultation.
The issues to be addressed are legion.
The traditional "predict and provide" tone
of the current note, combined with the
knock-on effect of the same approach to the
building of new houses, the weight given to
the "public interest" over protection of
places of nature conservation and landscape
value, and the fact that minerals can only be
worked where they are, should send out
danger signals to all those fighting to
protect the environment.

Sustainable Approach
A sustainable development approach
will demand that minerals provision is not
treated in isolation from transport, housing
and other policies, or from general planning
guidance. The environmental costs of
winning new supplies and recycling
existing materials will need to be weighed
against environmental and other benefits.
For RIGS groups and The Wildlife
Trusts, site protection will be an essential
part of any new guidance. There would be
no exploitation of Sites of Special Scientific
Interest, and a presumption against
extraction on RIGS and Wildlife Sites.
Michael Meacher and his ministerial
colleagues have a challenging time ahead 
they may well find themselves between a
rock and a hard place. •
I.
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nglish Nature has notified its
4000th Site of Special
Scientific Interest. Merrivale
SSSI is spectacularly located
on the western edge of the tourist
honey pot
of
Dartmoor,
Devon,
overlooking the Tamar valley and
lowlands which stretch west towards
Bodmin Moor.
The new SSSI covers 488 hectares and
includes the distinctive rocky landmarks of
Cox Tor, Great, Middle and Little Staple
Tors and Roos Tor, along with the working
quarry of Merrivale. The site is owned by
the Duchy of Cornwall but parts are
occupied by the Ministry of Defence and
Natural Stone Products Ltd.
Merrivale is one of the most important
SSSls in Britain for studying tors and
associated periglacial landforms, including
distinctive blockfields, boulder runs,
boulder stripes (or 'clitter') and ice-cut
terraces. These fonned in arctic or sub
arctic tundra conditions between 2,000,000
and 10,000 years ago and are vital to help
explain the evolution of South West
England's landscape.
Rare Hummocks
Merrivale is particularly valuable for
demonstrating tor morphology and
illustrating relationships to bedrock
lithology and structure; it is also notable for
the rare occurrence in England of
periglacial
earth
hummocks
(see
photograph). Merrivale Quarry itself shows
the structure and composition of the
Dartmoor granite, along with the
weathering effects which led to the
formation of the tors.
The tors on Merrivale are described in
Linton's classic paper on the problems of
tor formation and interpretation. Formation

spherical mounds have been studied
extensively, but their formation remains
unclear. Theories include differential
freezing of the ground, differential
vegetation growth, soil creep and dissection
of the soil cover.

...

theories include deep weathering under
humid conditions followed by mass wasting
of the regolith; and mechanical weathering
under periglacial conditions. Surrounding
the tors are deposits also indicative of
intense periglacial activity. Blockfields at
the base of the main tor slopes, and clitter in
a variety of patterns including boulder
stripes, garlands and boulder runs, all
comprise the same rock as the tors
themselves.
On the flanks of Cox Tor, a series of
altiplanation rock terraces, each covered
with a thin veneer of debris, is believed to
have formed as a result of snow eroding the
rock through frost action. Geological
control is considered important in forming
these altiplanation terraces, which are
normally recorded from metamorphic rock
outcrops. At Cox Tor, the terraces are shown
to have formed in diabase, hornfels and the
Culm Measures.
Merrivale's periglacial earth hummocks
vary from 0.5-2.0 metres in diameter and
may be boulder or soil cored; although all
the hummocks demonstrate at least some
sorting of the internal sediment. These

.-.

In addition to the landforms, thick 'head'
deposits (material that comprises weathered
bedrock fragments and finer grained
sediments) coat the landscape. Their
relationship to other solifluction deposits
and the periglaciallandforms is complex.
The current grazing regime operated by
the Whitchurch Commoners' Association is
ideal management for the Earth heritage
interest of Merrivale, allowing full exposure
of the geological features and periglacial
landscape.
To appreciate the full extent of the site,
viewing is recommended from the car park
on the B3357. Some features included
within the SSSI are susceptible to damage,
and care should be taken when visiting. •

Natalie Perkins
and Andy King
English Nature
Further reading:
Charman, DJ et al (1996). Devon and
East Cornwall, a field guide. Quaternary
Research Association.
Campbeli, S. et al (1998). The Quaternary
o.fSouth West England. GCR Series Vo/. 14.
Chapman and Hall.
Linton, D.L. (1955). The problem of tors.
Geographical Journal, 121,470-486.
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y dream is to retrace
Darwin's voyage on
the Beagle. However,
on my doorstep, there
is another journey of Darwin's: his
geological field trip made just before the
Beagle. Darwin reminisced about this in
his private Autobiography, but his route
can only be elucidated from his field
notes. Darwin went on this trip because
John Henslow suggested to Adam
Sedgwick that this promising young
naturalist needed to learn geology.
On August 2, Sedgwick arrived in
Shrewsbury, and received the attentions of
Susan Darwin. They left in Sedgwick's gig
on August 5 and sped past Nesscliffe where
Darwin had studied New Red Sandstone
(NRS) cliffs. To the west is L1anymynech
Hill where, a week before, Darwin made his
first geological notes on the Ordovician and
Carboniferous.
They arrived in Llangollen early,
popped up Castle Dinas Bran and, before
dinner, picked the brains of Dawson of the
Ordnance Survey. Sedgwick's aim was to
check whether Greenough's map was
correct with tracts of Old Red Sandstone
(ORS) in North Wales, and then to sort out
the "Lower Palaeozoic."
First stop was opposite Valle Crucis,
which superbly demonstrates the nature of
cleavage. Surprisingly, Sedgwick never
mentioned this in his 1835 paper. After
descending Nant y Garth, Sedgwick
checked Carbonifen;lUs exposures and made
Darwin walk the five miles to Ruthin,
where he visited Penstryt Quany, west of
Ruthin, and was confused by the fault
between
NRS
and
Carboniferous
Limestone. Next morning after church, both
returned for another examination, and,
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(July 1831)

Michael Roberts
Vicar of Chirk, near Wrecsam
slowly over the next two days, both became
convinced Greenough was wrong.
The next day Sedgwick sent Darwin off
on a two day traverse on foot, while he
travelled to Conwy by gig. Darwin found no
ORS south of Colwyn Bay.

Bethesda Slate Quarries
Sedgwick and Darwin rendezvoused at
Conwy, and Darwin's notes indicate
Sedgwick's tutOling. Thence they went over
the Roman Road above Rowen in the gig'
Here their two sets of notes tally, and
Darwin's begin to show competence. They

dropped down to Aber Falls, noting the
intrusives above on Bera Mawr, and spent
the night before moving on to Bethesda
slate quarries. From then on Darwin was on
his own as Sedgwick went to Ireland.
The section from Bethesda to Barmouth
is the finest part of his journey, both
scenically and for Darwin's grappling with
the geology. He had no memoirs to aid him.
First stop was Cwm Idwal, where he
described the main rocks as "altered slate"
which at times "resembles a basalt". He
interpreted the syncline at Devil's Kitchen
as "an inverted cone" 'of "basalt protruded
out of the slate". He was btilliantly wrong!
Two nights were spent at Plas y Brenin,
with a long day on Moel Siabod, before
moving south, meandering through
Dolwyddelan, Ffestiniog, and the Rhinogs
to Barmouth. Within a fortnight father
reluctantly let him join the Beagle.
This is a summary of Darwin's field tlip,
which will, hopefully, be developed into a
historical geological trail. Already some
sites are RIGS . •

Further reading:

CWIn Idwal and Devil's Kitchen: Darwin was brilliantly wrong. (Photo by Stewalt Campbell)

Darwin, C. (March 1998). Autobiography.
Penguin Classics.
Roberts, M.B. (1996). Darwin at
Llanymynech, British Journalfor History of
Science, 129, 469-78.
Roberts, M.B. (1998). Darwin's Dog-leg.
Archives of Natural History (forthcoming).

most significant is the outline law on
protected areas (L.394/9l). This specifically
defines areas to be protected as those
including, among other features, "one or
more physical, geological, geomorph
ological formation of national or
international significance due to their
natural, scientific, aesthetic, cultural and
recreational value ... ". Most regional
legislation has ad.?pted a similar approach.

Natural treasure - a volean;'; crater in Vesuvio National Park, Naples, Southern Italy. (Photo by Maurizia Burlando)

Earth

eritage Conservation in Italy

ver since National Parks were
established in the United
States (YeUowstone in 1872,
Yosemite,
Sequoia
and
General Grant in 1890), landscape
features have been considered worth
protecting and conserving. .
Indeed, physical elements (such as
geological
and
geomorphological
phenomena) play a major role in making
particular areas attractive to tourists,
significant to scientists, and important

within educational programmes.
In Italy, since the 1939 Protection of
Natural Beauties Act, and more especially in
recent years, national and regional laws
have become increasingly focused on
protecting the natural heritage, and
especially on recognising and conserving
Earth heritage in all its guises: geological
features,
geomorphic
processes,
palaeontological sites, karst phenomena and
so on.
Amongst recent national legislation, the

In some cases, together with parks and
reserves, a specific category of natural
monuments has been defined. This generally
involves small areas, characterised by
natural
phenomena
or
geological
formations, deemed to be especially
significant due to their environmental value
and role in shaping the landscape. Other
protected areas have acquired their status
due to their extremely rare, scientifically
significant, or spectacular physical
elements; or because of a close connection
between landscape features and the local
fauna and flora.
The national outline law (L.394/9l),
furthermore, introduced an important
instrument that is crucial to protected area
planning - the Nature Chart. This, together
with regional vulnerability profiles, aims to
present an up-to-date picture of all natural
and, therefore, geological assets in Italy.

.,1

Nature conservation laws are being gradually, if somewhat
laboriously, enforced in Italy.
Earth scientists, alongside other technical and scientific experts,
continue to play a central role in establishing protected areas.
Protected area planning involves Em1h scientists in identifying
candidate areas, and highlighting scientific and environmentally
significant assets.
Earth scientists also play important roles in protected area
management, developing management strategies for the wise use of
natural assets and resources, while taking account of environmental,
social and economic demands
Earth pillar ill Pialla
affecting the areas concerned.
Crixia Regional Nature
Typically, this can
Park, Liguria, Ilorth
nvolve
west Italy. (Photo by
dealing with
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reclamation
of of National and Regional Pm'ks' boards; and
hydrologically
sensitive they occupy senior management positions
areas, the silting-up of lakes, within Parks.
the drying-up of streams and
the further erosion of
hydrographic features.
For these reasons.
Earth Science specialists make significant
Earth scientists are contributions to environmental education
often included in programmes. These are developed to raise
working-groups , public awareness and understanding of Earth
dealing with Heritage and associated conservation issues,
the zoning and to make the science underpinning the
a n d subject more accessible. The connection
planning of between protected areas and the Earth sciences
protected in Italy is beginning to produce interesting
areas; they results. For example, in parks and nature
act
as reserves, theme trails are on the increase.
members Using interpretative sign boards, visitors are
given the opportunity of discovering more
about the landscape around them. Examples
include a glacier trail in Alta Val Sesia Nature
Park, Piemonte, a landform trail in Marmitte
dei Giganti Nature Reserve, Lombardia, and
geology trail in Conero Nature Park, March
Further information relating to the Ea
Sciences is conveyed through educational
material (guides, audio, visual and
multimedia) prepared by Earth scientists, and
through exhibitions in visitor centres an<M
museums.

.spec/Dcular sedimentary structures ill Falles-Selllles-Braies 1'''ature Park, A.. Ito Adige, north-east Ital)\ (Photo by J.Uauri::.io Burlandoj
Inset: all illterpretati,·e sigil board ill Marmitte dei Gigallti (pot-holes) Nature Reserve,. Lol1lbardia, Northem Italy. (Photo by Maurizio Bur/ando)

responsible for founding new parks, reserves
am.I natural monuments, efforts have been
focu\ed on undertaking regional and national
censuses of geosites and, in particular, the
definition of projects for conserving and
enhancing Earth heritage.
Such initiatives include a Regional
EIl\'ironrnent and Landscape Planning project,
carried out in 1991 in the Marche Region, a
cenSus of "natural monuments" in Sardinia
and. in Lazio, a census of geosites around the
city of Rome. Similar projects are being
developed in Abruzzo and Piemonte.
to addition, experts have been encouraging
the enforcement of laws that set out guidelines
for the management, wise use and distribution
of information regarding protected areas.
The Italian Society for Environmental
JGeology (SIGEA) was established in 1992 to
promote Earth sciences within:
public health and safety
• the conservation of natural and
inhabited environments
the sustainable use of land and its
resources.
ithin these broad aims, SIGEA
undertakes initiatives in education and
awnr"ness, professional training, applied
rese.lrch and other relevant areas. For instance,
it !ll;lped organise the Second International
Symposium on the Conservation of the
Geological Heritage, held in Rome.
However, its principal activity remains the
conservation of the geological heritage. To this

1 •

end, it has set up a special working group on
Geosites and Pr~ected Areas. Within the
current legislative framework, and through its
own statute, ,-,cork in other areas includes
enhancing geological and environmental
aspects of existing protected areas, and
promoting technical proposals and studies
associated with applying Earth sciences to
land conservation.
SIGEA
collaborates
with
other
environmental. scientific and technical
organisations to protect "potential" protected
areas, to represent the interests of the
environment on the boards of national parks
and to organise meetings on the conservation
and management of protected areas. Finally,
SIGEA aims to develop planning strategies for
parks that take account of Earth science issues,
whilst continuing to promote and improve
education and management.

We hope that the encouraging results
obtained recently within conservation and
management of protected areas in Italy will
lead to an increasingly central r6le for the
Earth Sciences, not only to reinforce
conservation policies for the protection of the
natural (and therefore Earth) heritage, but also
to encourage the use of environmental
education to raise public awareness,
understanding and, consequently, improved
stewardship of the natural environment

Earth Science specialists
must therefore play a strategic
role, not only within the narrow
confines of pure scientific
interests, but also as promoters
and developers of recreational
and educational policies which integrate with
environmental protection policies. •

Further
reading
Arnoldus-Huyzendveld, A., Gisotti, G.,
Massoli-Novelli, R., Zarlenga, F. (1995). I
beni clIltllrali a carattere geologico: i geotopi.
Un approccio clIlturale al problema. Geologia
Tecnica & Ambientale, /I. 4/95. 35-47.
Bur/(mdo, M. (1996). Il ruolo del geologo
nelle attivitc't di pianificazio/le e di gestione
delle aree protette. Parchi, n. 18, 73-76.

Gisotti, G. (1971). L'intervento del geologo
nell 'ambito dei parchi Nazionali e delle
RiseI've Naturali, elementi def/'assetto
territoriale. Atti del 2° Convegllo Nazionale di
Studi sui problemi della Geologia Applicaw,
ANG.L, Genova, 24-26 Settembre 1971, 303
309.

SIGEA - Gruppo di Studio suUe aree protette
(1994). Il ruolo della geologia mnbientale
nell'attivitii delle aree protette. Geologia
dell'Ambiente, anno ll, n. 4, 3-4.
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Cath Beaver and Jim Walker, Environment Agency
Extraction of bed gra"els for
storage and reinstatement 10 the

he Environment Agency has a wide
ranging remit across England and
Wales. Our primary aim is to protect
and improve the environment and to
contribute to sustainable development through the
integrated management of air, land and water.
We have statutory duties to take conservation into
account when carrying out our own functions.
Under the Environment Act 1995, the conservation
duties refer not only to flora and fauna, but also to
landscape,
archaeological,
geological
and
physiographical features of special interest.
The Agency has in-house specialist conservation
staff, but brings in additional expertise from external
organisations, for staff training courses on
geomorphology, for instance.
In general, the Agency may become involved in
Earth heritage conservation through:
1) Regulator) poners throu~h licensing
The Agency is responsible for regulating such
activities as land drainage, abstraction, waste
management and discharge through a system of
licensing. Applications for a licence or consent
involves careful~screening by specialist staff on all
aspects of conservation.
2) Environmental assessment of the Agency's own
operational \I orks
Agency flood defence capital schemes are assessed
for their impact on conservation. This may
involve looking into issues affecting river or
coastal geomorphology and geology.
Jl Statutor) consultee for planning applications
and development plans
The Agency comments on planning applications
which affect its functions, such as those for new
landfill sites, where any special geological and
archaeological features, amongst others, need to be
taken into account.
4) Gcological Sites 01' Special Scientific Interest
(SSSL<;)
The Agency has a duty to consult English Nature
or the Countryside Council for Wales regarding
works which may significantly affect SSSIs.
5) Rh/er Habitat Surveys
River Habitat Survey (RHS) is a method
developed by the Agency for assessing rivers
based on their physical habitats. It involves
recording geomorphological features, and provides
useful information for decision-making when
undertaking river management.

ne... channel "'hen complete.
(Photo by Environment Agency)
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The Environment Agency and
the Scottish Environment
Protection Agency were both
formed on April 1, 1996.
We invited both bodies to
explain their attitudes to
Earth heritage and to
contrast the differences
in their powers to
help safeguard it.

---
1997 Field Survey
---
1993 Ordnance Survey

----1969 Ordnance Survey
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Hooksbank Wood

Geomorphology is an area of
Earth heritage conservation in which
the
Environment
Agency
is
particularly involved. It provides a
useful tool which, in recent years, has
been applied to an increasing number
of Agency projects.
For instance, the River Bollin
project, in Cheshire, is a good
illustration of how geomorphology
can work to minimise the impacts of
a large engineering scheme.
The Bollin will be diverted and
tunnelled for more than 300 metres to
make way for Manchester Airport's
second runway. The Agency has an
important role as a statutory
consultee and regulator for this
development, and has a responsibility
to prevent and minimise impacts on
the environm~nt, as well as to
incorporate improvements to further
conservation where possible.
Putting a tunnel into a dynamic,
actively changing river system,
requires careful consideration of the
patterns of geomorphological change
at the site, particularly the rates of
channel migration.
The Agency has carried out an
assessment of channel location over
time, and field data and ordnance
surveys suggest that the river is prone
to very rapid change (see map).
Following advice from the Agency,

the rOle of
river channel
change
has
bee n
considered
and included
in
the
development
proposals.
Monitoring
changes over
time is crucial to antiCipate likely
effects of further work.
How the development will affect
sediment flow in the Bollin also
needs careful consideration.

In the short term, excavations
have left large areas of un vegetated
and disturbed ground, increasing the
quantities of fine sediments eroded,
carried in runoff, and potentially
polluting the river. To avoid this,
temporary lagoons have been
constructed to allow the controlled
settlement of sediments from runoff.
A series of measures have aJso been
undertaken
to
prevent
the
uncontrolled erosion of the freshly
cut, unvegetated banks of the
temporary diversion channel (above).
The longer term impacts of the
development on the transport of

Scot Mathieson
Scottish Environment
Protection Agency

y
Illustrative map by
Left, the Bollill temporary
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and bed protection ...itlr
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erosion. (Plroto by
Environment Agellcy)

river-bed gravels is also a consideration. If
the tunnel alters the natural processes of
sediment transport it may cause increased
shoaling and flooding downstream, or
conversely it may accelerate erosion,
impacting upon the quaJity of the river bed
and banks for wildlife. The Agency has
therefore advised that river-bed gravels
from the pre-scheme course of the Bollin
should be extracted (top picture) and used
to reinstate the channel when construction
is complete.
To funher conservation at the site, a
river rehabilitation scheme will be
undertaken over a one kilometre length of
the BoUin immediately downstream of the
second runway works.
This will reinstate meanders, banks
will be finished to encourage natural levels
of erosion to develop, and the bed will be
profiled to aid the generation of natural
bed forms. A number of features such as

berms and bankside wetland areas will

also be created.
This case study illustrates the
important rOle of geomorphology in
habitat reinstatement, water quality
protection and the design of river
rehabilitation proposals, and shows how
understanding natural processes helps the
Agency in its regulatory capacity when
assessing environmental impacts of
developments. •

Further reading
Newsoll, M.D. and Sear, D. (1997). The
role of geomorphology in monitoring and
managing river sediment systems. J.
C1WEM, ll. 264-270.
Brookes, A. alUl Shields, F.D. (1996).
(Eds.) Ri1'er channel restoration: Guiding
principles for suswinable projects. Wile):
Chichestet:

he Scottish Environment
Protection Agency (SEPA)
provides Scotland with a
national,
integrated
approach to the protection of the quality
of land, air and water.
SEPA's core pollution regulation
functions oversee discharges to water,
waste management licensing, control of
emissions to air and the implementation of
the Integrated Pollution Control legislation
(regulating releases to more than one
medium from a range of industrial
processes).
Affecting how SEPA implements its
core duties are other responsibilities which
may introduce a need for consideration or
protection of Earth science interests:
• SEPA has a duty to protect the
various Earth heritage interests in Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). This is
achieved through consulting Scottish
Natural Heritage prior to issuing any
or permission
that
may
consent
significantly affect the SSSI interest.
• Statutory guidance to SEPA states
that protecting the natural heritage is

1
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to differentiate between material which is appropriaLe for
coastal defence, ami fly-tipped rubbish which can be
washed out to sea and become marine waste.
(Photo by George Lees)
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essential to SEPA's contribution to the
Government's objective of sustainable
.~
development.
When it comes to Earth heritage
interests, the range of SEPA functions is
considerably
narrower
than
the
Environment Agency's in England and
Wales. The most significant difference is
SEPA's lack of statutory responsibility for
flood defences.
Unlike the Environment Agency, SEPA
has no licensing or approving powers for
new flood defence works, or any statute
requiring it to undertake such works.
Consequently, the direct protection of
fluvial and coastal geological and
geomorphological interests lies outside
SEPA's remit.
SEPA does, however, seek to promote
good practice by those involved in water
management,
providing
potential
opportunities to protect or benefit the Earth
heritage.
Examples include:
• involvement, through the Forth
Estuary Forum, in developing best practice
for new coastal defences that have the

nterests
potential to damage or destroy both
geological and geomorphological natural
heritage interests;
• development, use and promotion in
Scotland of River Habitat Survey, to help
quantify, mitigate and restore physical
damage to river corridors, including fluvial
geomorphology; and
• development of river management
best practice guidance in partnership with
non-governmental
organisations
and
agricultural advisors, to promote practices
that maintain the dynamic fluvial processes
necessary to maintain the natural
geomorphological features of rivers.

Waste Regulation
Of more direct relevance to the
conservation of Earth heritage interests is
SEPA's role in waste regulation.
Abandoned quarries may be attractive
as potential waste landfill sites, but may
also contain features of significant
geological or palaeontological interest.
SEPA is a statutory consultee for
planning applications for new or extended

landfill sites and is responsible for
regulating waste management licences,
controlling both what is dumped, and how.
Where SEPA knows of designated and non
designated Earth heritage interests, it will
try to implement regulatory control where
possible, and try to influence aspects over
which it has no regulatory controls.

Awareness-raising
SEPA's understanding of Earth heritage
conservation principles and practice is
relatively restricted at present, as
predecessor bodies were generally not
required by law to take account of natural
heritage interests to the same extent.
To help incorporate Earth heritage
protection into SEPA's working procedures,
staff awareness-raising, and guidance
initiatives are under way. While these have
largely focused on the living natural
heritage to date, there are clear
opportunities to incorporate material on
Earth heritage interests. SEPA will continue
to collaborate with Scottish Natural Heritage
and others to develop this.•

group of pingos in eastern
Uyn has been adopted by
Gwynedd and Mon RIGS
Group as part of an ongoing
programme to identify, notify and protect
important Earth heritage features.
Although pingos (an Eskimo word for
the features) have been described in Britain,
and particularly Wales, from the 1950s, this
site has had only limited research and no
formal description. Difficult terrain, tall
tussocky grass, gorse, floating bog,
quagmires and a healthy population of
adders, Vipera berus, are some of the
reasons!
From current evidence and comparison
with descriptions of other sites, the LJ9n
pingos could be of the 'open system' type,
but much research has to be done before a
confident interpretation can be made and,
even then, it may be controversial.
The site lies on the western edge of the
Pant Glas gap, which divides the high
ground of Snowdonia from LJYn. During the
Late Devensian glaciation (about 20,000 to
15,000 years ago), this area was a
battleground for the Irish Sea and Welsh ice
masses.
Today, the area is floored by morainic
deposits and by spreads (sandur), mounds
and ridges of sand and gravel deposited by
meltwaters from the wasting ice sheets.
Some flatter areas mark the sites of former
post-glacial lakes.
It is envisaged that the pingos formed in
the harsh periglacial climate immediately

following deglaciation. Under these
conditions, thin or discontinuous permafrost
would have been present, and the sub
permafrost groundwater would have been
injected under hydrostatic pressure, where
local conditions were favourable, into
•
unfrozen sed~'ents.
Subsequent freezing may have caused
blister-like hills to develop, each housing a
large lens of ice. Tension gashes then
allowed exposed ice to melt, causing rock
debris and soil to slump down to the lower
edges of the blisters. As the climate
improved, the ice lenses would have melted
completely,
leaving
a
depression
surrounded by 'ramparts'. Initially, the
pingo basins probably contained small
lakes, but with time these have been
replaced by peat and mire.
Some
prerequisites
for
pingo
development and key characteristics
include:
• discontinuous permafrost conditions
• a suitable surface/sub-surface
hydrological system
• permeable substrate
• an overall round or oval shape within
ramparts/ridges
• enclosed basin mire at least 2m deep
• interfering and isolated ramparts,
relatively level-topped, with upslope
segments sometimes missing
• a means of dating enclosed organic
deposits to rule out an anthropogenic
origin.

Tony Rogers, Chairman
Gwynedd and Man RIGS Group

Beware, for similar features have been
formed by different processes!
To date, about half the site has been
morphometrically surveyed accurately, and
the remainder has been mapped more
roughly. There is minor evidence of past
failed (fortuitously) attempts at drainage.
The two 'interfering' ramparts just west of
the site's centre are the best developed, with
enclosed basins over 2m deep containing
typical wet depression vegetation. The site
also contains species such as bog asphodel,
bogbean and orchids.
Future research will include:
• completing the morphometric survey
• assessing the depths of the basins
• determining the stratigraphy of the basin
deposits and undertaking pollen
analyses
• determining the age of the basal organic
materials
• investigating the rampart structure and
content
• appraising the extent of similar features
in the vicinity.
The important action in the interim is to
'secure' the site and protect it from any
possible future degradation. •

Further reading
Gurney, S. D. (1995). A reassessment ofthe
relict PLeistocene "Pingos" of west WaLes;
hydrauLic pingos or mineral palsas.'
Quaternary NewsLetter No 77.
Ballantyne, C.K. & Harris, C. (1994). The
periglaciation of Great Britain. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 330pp.
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first assessing the
Geology Display Centre and
its aims, I retained those
elements that worked and
made some vigorous changes, which
included an entirely Dew educational
programme. It combined slide talks with
hands-on field trips, aDd mentorship for
school projects, all based on elements
from the curricula of all school years.

of the Centre.
When the South AfIican Society for
Amateur Palaeontologists (SASAP) invited
us to become founder members of their
Natal Branch, we resolved to promote a
responsible approach to fossil collection.
The mudstone country rocks of the Estcourt
area weather rapidly. With every rainstorm,
new material is washed out and deposited in
the natural erosion gullies; an ideal area for

The programme was produced as a
booklet
for
all
schools
within
K waZululNataI.
Through a media campaign, we then
invited artists and interested groups of all
ages and abilities to use the Centre;
geological and palaeontological research by
departmental students and members of staff
was populaIised; and members of the public
educated to record possible sites of
geological interest.
What followed was a stream of events,
both spontaneous and structured, which
have drawn a whole host of people, from all
sorts of backgrounds, into active contact
with geology.

our purpose.
As with the students, we set out to
persuade SASAP members always to work
in
collaboration
with
professional
geologists in documenting and collecting
finds. Regular SASAP meetings at the
Geology Display Centre led to requests for
tuition in specimen preparation.
Professional palaeontologists from the
South African Geological Survey were
seconded to Durban to
present
workshops
specimen preparation for
school pupils and SASAP
members. The SASAP event
was
so
popular that
members afterwards worked
on their specimens in the
Display Centre at regular
evening workshops. Without
the dedication of these
amateur palaeontologists,
we would never have had
sufficient specimens for the
displays we were preparing
museums.
Out at Estcourt, while excavating a new
reservoir to supply drinking water for their
livestock, Dave and Dorothy came across a
layer of fine-grained sandstone criss
crossed
with
mammal-like
reptile
trackways. Before carefully lifting these
slabs, Dave documented them on film and
invited local members of SASAP to do the
same. Dawn took necessary measurements
to incorporate into her thesis.
The same site also yielded some
excitingly detailed fossilised insect wing
cases and plant casts, all carefully
excavated and documented.

fter

Fossil Discovery
We received a~ 'phone call from Dave
Green, a farmer from the Estcourt area, two
hours north of Durban, reporting possible
fossils on his farm. A visit revealed a superb
Permo-Triassic shoreline exposure, with
drag marks, fossil tracks and trails, and sites
littered with mammal-like reptile and fossil
plant remains. A South AfIican RIGS'
Students were involved in detailed site
mapping and documentation, and one,
Dawn Smith, became so fascinated that she
continued working there for her honours
project, later expanded into an M.Sc.
Students also received training in
specimen documentation, collection and
preparation, museum methodology and
geological education outreach. Their
enthusiastic involvement allowed the
expansion of the Display Centre
programme, and three of these trainees
followed each other as subsequent curators

Chrissie Nienaber-Roberts
and Tom Mason
Formerly of the University of Natal, Durban

eo
illustrator, to paint a backdrop to a fossil in
the Estcourt Museum display. It is a popular
feature.

T hrou g'h
his
involve
ment in a local
Conservancy,
and organised
field nips and
talks,
Dave
continues
to
educate
farming
colleagues
about
the
importance of
documenting
finds on their
land. He is also
involved in a dIive to educate school pupils
in the wealth of natural history and
prehistoric tool and fossil finds on his and
adjoining farms, and uses the displays in the
Estcourt Museum, where a large part of his

a fossil tree on McFie's farm, where another farmer was

inspired to develop

all

in.terest in conservation by Dave.

Above: Dave Green and local children tryout the
wheekhair-height excavation box at Estcourt Museum.
Far teft: The mammal-like reptile trackways on Dave's
fann.

After we invited artists to use the
Display Centre, Tish Townsend, the
secretary of one of the other university
departments, started sculpting dinosaurs in
clay. We had the excellent results cast in
resin, and she airbrushed the detail. (Tish
now enjoys a growing reputation as a
ceramic sculptor in Canada.)
Also in the Centre, an excavation box
gives visitors the chance to search for rain
loosened mammal-like reptile bones
amongst the mudstone chips they weathered
from. Its popularity has prompted a similar
child and wheelchair-height box in the
Estcourt Museum, where it proves just as
popular.
Mike Loveridge, former architect and
one of the founder members of Natal
SASAP was so intrigued by the
photographic challenges of the fossils that
he now uses specimens from Dave and
Dorothy's farm to advertise his digital and
photographic image-processing company.
He is still a regular visitor to the farm.

Middle left: SASAP member Dorothy de Wilde talks to
Tom about progress on a Lyslrosallrus skull she found.
Left: Chrissie Nienaber-Roberts and visiting

own natural and cultural history specimens
are kept. (Dave and Dorothy also welcome
foreign enthusiasts, and make a farm
cottage available for accommodation. A rare
find indeed, and a fine example to others!)
Responding to an article in the South
African Farmer's Weekly about the fossil
finds on Dave's farm, another local resident
reported some bones sticking from the
ground. We used the subsequent excavation
of the near-complete skeleton as a hands-on

schoolchildren use the Geology of KwaZulll/Natal
disploy in the Geology Display Centre.
(All photos by the writers except far left, by Dave Green)

tutorial for the Geology Honours class. Tt is
now on display at the Fort Durnford
Museum in Estcourt, together with some of
the footprint slabs mentioned earlier.
Adding to the emphasis on local
participation, we asked Dave and Dorothy's
son, Arthur, a forester and also a talented

Through her involvement with SASAP,
another founder member, Dorothy de Wilde,
developed from a shy octogenarian to an
enthusiastic specimen preparation tutor to
primary and secondary school groups
visiting the Display Centre.
These few examples demonstrate how
all age groups became involved in this
South African example of fostering public
involvement in a RIGS. We hope it will
inspire others!

The soil is a dynamic place supporting
many interactive processes. The
illustration to the left shoW's just a feW' of
the processes that occur in semi-natural
W'oodland and grassland soils

Ron Alien,
The Environmental Consulting Group
he trouble with soil is that
nobody knows what it is, what
to do with it when you have it
and indeed, how important it is.
Call an English Nature biologist about
soil and you are hkely to be referred to a
geologist. This apparent confusion is not
surprising; English Nature does not have a
soil scientist* and its geologists' remit stops
at the Quaternary.
In reality, soil is a bit of both. It has its
origins in geology, has been modified by
physiographic and climatic processes, has
developed a fauna and flora of its own,
become adopted by the roots of trees and
shrubs and herbs and even burrowed into by
moles, rabbits, foxes and others.

But what is soil?
Ask adults what soil is and they will list
its parts - rock fragments, sand, water, air,
bits of root, dead earthworms and the like.
But ask young children and they will give a
practical answer - soil is the material plants
grow in. You can take that further and
suggest that soil is the material in which
plants root, obtain support, water and
nutrients in solution. Soil is also the
material in which badgers dig and crops
grow. Soil is vital in maintaining our
agricultural and natural ecosystems. What
makes soil fundamentally different from
sediment is that it contains a biological
component which is intimately mixed with
the mineral matter. Soil of some kind covers
most of the United Kingdom, except where
it is replaced by water or concrete.

Different kinds of soil
There are many kinds of soils. These are
a few of them:
• Semi-natural soils occur under semi
natural vegetation such as on many nature

reserves and support (for example) ancient
woodland, heathland and wetland.
• Cultivated soils occur under farm fields.
These soils have been ploughed, drained,
treated with fertilisers,
herbicides and generally
degraded and support wheat,
barley, sugar beet and other
crops.
• Contaminated soils occur
most widely on and around I".
industrial sites and will be
affected by mineral oils and
a wide range of poisonous
substances such as arsenic,
lead and asbestos.
•
Buried soils occur at lit
depth, such as below
hillwash in valleys and under 1
ancient burial mounds where
they can tell us much about prehistory.
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Soil in the UK is typically about lm to
l.Sm deep, the depth to
which most plant roots
penetrate
and
animals
burrow.
Soil is almost always made of a
sequence of different layers. In a lowland
wood, you are likely to find a surface litter
layer (known as the L layer) made of last
year's dead leaves; below that a thin
fermentation layer (F) where leaves are
beginning to decay; and then a thin black
layer of fully decomposed leaves or humus
(H). Below that is a dark topsoil zone (A)
made of mineral particles of sand, silt or
clay or a mixture of these (called loam) and
which is rich in dark organic matter. Below
that will be a paler subsoil layer (B), divided
into blocks which may shrink in summer
and swell in winter and between which

IllustralWfl by Ron Alkn
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But what is soil like and
where did it come from?
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roots explore to find moisture and nutrients
and earthworms and many other small
creatures will live. Underlying this is the
soil substrate made up of whatever
geological material is below and which may
be clay (if you are in London) or granite
perhaps (if you are in Aberdeen or
Dartmoor) or any other sedimentary,
igneous or metamorphic rock.
All soils comprise varying proportions
of stones, sand, silt and clay and so we have
stony, sandy, silty and clayey soils. Where
peat has accumulated at the surface we have
peaty
soils.
Sometimes
these particles
are
directly
related to the
underlying
solid geology,
but more often
they are related
to thin layers of drift laid down during or
since the Ice Ages. Some very old soils
(palaeosols) \!"ere formed durii'Ig the warm
climates of the interglacial periods and
retain
characteristics
of
subtropical
soils.
Others,
formed during cold glacial
periods, contain structures
formed by freeze-thaw cycles
typical of Arctic areas.
Some soils have different
layers made of different
materials. For instance, a
gravelly soil laid down on
glacio-fluvial outwash may
have stoneless si Ity surface
layers
originating
as
windblown loess. Other soils
may be sand over clay, for
instance.
Some permeable soils in low areas are
wet and remain waterlogged for much of the
year. Other permeable soils on higher land
will be well drained and seldom wet. Other
soils have clayey layers at depth and these
less permeable soils will become wet after
winter rains and dry out to a degree during
the late summer.
Heathland soils (known as podsols,
which also occur in other areas) are thought
to have been derived from leaching
following clearance, cultivation and

cropping during prehistoric periods. These
soils are often sandy with a striking
sequence of very pale mauve or white over
black over orange layers. Woodland soils
have been described above. Wetland soils
have surface layers, at least, made of peat.
In acid mires these peaty layers will be
made of Sphagnum bogmosses, while
elsewhere the peats may be of sedges and
grasses, often with woody fragments
indicating the presence of woodland on site
or nearby.

Protecting semi-natural
soils
Much is known about the wild creatures
and plants protected in our reserves and,
indeed, much is known about their geology.
Very little is known about the range of
natural soil conditions so protected.
Surely, semi-natural soils deserve as
much attention as wild plants and animals?
As essential parts of our nature reserves,
they deserve care and attention.

So why study soils?
The study of soil provides detailed
information about how man has treated the
environment over many thousands of years.
Different soils record changing climates
during and since the Ice Ages, changes
resulting from woodland clearances by
man, soil degradation and erosion from
agriculture, metal contamination during the
Industrial Revolution and most recently,
changes in soil chemistry being brought
about by acid rain. A study of today's soils
will provide benchmarks against which
future environmental conditions can be
compared and change evaluated.

Out with your spade
Yes, soils are important. So how about
taking a spade to your garden and peering
into the depths to find out what your very
own soils really look like? You may be
surprised at what your soil can tell you. •

* Within {he country agencies. ouly Scottish Natural
Heritage has a soil scientist, in {he fon" of Geeta Puri.

Enjoying the
ammonite experience
Fossil Ammonites from the Somerset Coast
by Andrew King
Published by Somerset County Museums
Service/English Nature
Printed by Short Run Press Ltd., Exeter
ISBN 0 861833 155, £3.50
Perhaps I should state at the outset that, as a
consequence of living and working in
Pembrokeshire, I know very little about
ammonites and that, to date, my only visit to the
Somerset Coast was to collect samples of
intertidal mud from Bridgwater Bay for
hydrocarbon analysis (which, incidentally,
showed that the Kilve Oil Shale 'fingerprint'
could be clearly distinguished from the residues
of anthropogenic and biogenic hydrocarbons).
I suppose, then, that I am in some ways
similar to potential purchasers of this A4 format
glossy booklet, illustrated with many sepia-like
drawings and photographs of ammonites (the
former reproduced from the monograph on the
Lias Ammonites of the British Isles) and a few
black and white photographs of localities.
This is an excellent booklet which should
appeal to a wide audience and is a good text for
school use, even if there is no intention to visit
the area. If you do visit, you may find me there,
studying this booklet, The Short Run Press may
be in action again soon if it sells as well as it
deserves to!
The front cover shows a colour photo of a
typical coastal exposure of the Blue Lias and the
rear has a useful summary map showing
fossiliferous localities with access (including
rail links) and parking (an OS I :50,000 or
1:25,000 map, listed on the final page, would
also be needed).
The booklet introduces ammonites with
specific reference to those found in the Lower
Jurassic rocks along the Somerset Coast near
Watchet. It also serves as a field guide to the
area. It is clearly and attractively laid out.
The introduction mentions conservation but
should, perhaps, have provided a cross reference
to the more specific guidelines given in a latter

Geo/Qgical Trail between Pendower and
Came. CornwaU

section on collection and curation.
There follows a clear summary of the
stratigraphy
and
palaeoenvironment
(diagrammatic reconstructions of the latter
and/or palaeogeographic maps, both global and
localised, would have been a useful addition).
The biology, ecology, classification and
stratigraphic use of ammonites are also
explained simply and clearly and 15 species are
illustrated by photographs from specimens in
the museums' collection.
A diagram illustrates the associated benthic
community and shows how the fossils were
formed.
Three localities where aD1ffionites can be
found are described in the final section. The
booklet concludes with a short bibliography and
address list.
Copies are available from: Somerset County
Museum, Castle Green. Taunton TAl 4AA
("5' 01823 355504).
- Sid Howells
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A north-south
divide revealed

This is an excellent leaflet. well
designed. that uses a good mix of text,
graphics and background 10 lead the user
on a fascinating trail.
Embellished throughout with elements
of the use of stone. and regularly
introducing the "bigger picture". it uses
questions and prompts to maintain lots of
interaction (doing, seeing and thinking)
that should help the user take home some,
if not all, of the message.
The trail makes ex~ellent use of both a
Site of Speeial Scientific Interest (SSSI)
and a Regionally Important GeologicaV
geomorpbological Site (RIGS) to raise
public awareness.
Well done to all those involved.
Free copies of the leaflet are available by
sending an SAE to: Cornwall County
Council Planning Directorate, County
Hall, Truro, TRI 3AY.

Four new leaflets from
the British Geological
Survey provide various
levels of satisfaction.
On the plus side, all four
are beautifully produced,
using laminated card to
offer some protection from
the weather, full-colour
photography
and
wonderfully
rendered
graphics.
However, they are a
strange size - they do not fit
well in the hand, and are
probably too large to slip
into a coat pocket, or rucsac
pocket, for that matter.
Three (Westminstel; St. Paul's and the Lake District),
published in the Holiday Geology Map series, expose a real
north-south divide. The Lake District is very factual, using
terms that might obscure more readily than reveal. The reader
is left with little understanding of the development of the
Lake District. as the information is presented in small
packages, rather than forming a seamless story. Some
knowledge of geology is almost certainly required.
The London-based guides. on the other hand, are more
accessible. Concentrating as they do on building stones, they
can afford to jump from place to place describing geology
that does not necessarily relate. Furthermore, the geological
history, and more recent history, of each area are beautifully
revealed in the blend of text, graphics and cut-aways. They
will undoubtedly provide the visitor with hours of enjoyment
- providing they can read English, of course!
Desperate to know your allogromiids from yourfusulinids,
or your buliminids from your globigerinids? Then
Discovering Geology - Foraminifera is the one for you. But
just who is so desperate for this information? Surely not the
average punter!
Whilst, once again, beautifully produced, it is difficult to
imagine
anyone
outside
an
MSc
course
in
Micropalaentology, or a keen undergraduate, poring over this
one! As a footnote, isn't 570 million years finnly within the
late Precambrian these days?
All four leaflets are priced £1.95 and available from
bookshops, tourist inforn1ation centres, or direct from the
Sales Desk, British Geological Survey, Keyworth,
Nottingham, NG12 5GG. "5' 0115 936 3241, fax 0115 936
3488, e-mail: sales@fugs.ac.uk

- Rob Threadgould
- Rob Threadgould
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Soil to suit
schools

A guide to
RIGS
groups
The Federation of Lapidary
a1ld Geological Societies has
mlblished th~ third c!dition of Tile
Directory (If Clubs & SocU?t;rs.
The directory contains over
210 entries of local clubs. RIGS
groups. and many other useful
contacts.
Copies cost £2.00 (poSI free)
from the SCl-Tctary. Sid Freeman.
12A
Allingham
Court,
Haverstock Hill. London. NW3

2AH.
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Soil - The Vital Natural Resource And
Life Support System is the latest
publication from the British Soil Science
Society. A slim, glossy, 28 page booklet,
it includes contributions from a wide
number of soil scientists.
The format is easy to read, with lots of
photographs to illustrate use of soil in
agriculture,
forestry
and
urban
environments.
The booklet is suitable for schools and
colleges as an introduction to soil science
and is very much aimed at increasing
awareness of the subject with the general
public.
- Geeta Puri

Earth Heritage Review will carry
information about any new
pUblication relevant to geological
and landscape conservation,
space permitting.
Review copies should be sent to
the Managing Editor, details
immediately below.

Earth Heritage is a twice yearly journal produced for the

geological and landscape conservation community by English
Nature. Scottish Natural Heritage. the
Countryside Council for Wales and The
Wildlife Trusts. We would like to thank all
those who have assisted with the preparation of the magazine. However, the opinions expressed by
the contributors are not necessarily those of the above organisations.
Contact details for the editorial board, to whom otTers of articles should be appropriately
directed, are;

1i ert t age

Managing Editor
Rob Threadgould, Scottish Natural Heritage. 2 Anderson Place. Edinburgh EH6 5NP.
Telephone 0131 4462453, e-mail: rob.threadgould@rasdsnh.demon.co.uk

Editors

Tales from the Kangaroo's Crypt is an interactive
CD-ROM guiding the user through four billion years
of exciting history of the plant and knimal life of
Australia. Fangarro is your guide around the
Cyberzoo, which is set in the year 2206. Here you can
explore Australia's past as you travel through time
visiting many plant and animal scenes. Many of these
scenes have animated sequences, lots of information
about each plant or animal in the scene, and enough
puzzles and games to keep you amused for hours'

This CD-ROM is very easy to use with quite simple
controls. The graphics are bright and clear, and the
game has many different sounds that bring the
animated sequences to life.
Another positive point with this game is that help is
always available, with Fangaroo willing to explain
anything you may have trouble with. This game is
best suited to children aged around 12-13, as the
infonnation about many of the plants and animals is
given in a fairly straightforward way.

The CD-ROM is fun, and points the way in which geology
and interactive technology can develop: a British version
would be well worth owning.
The CD-ROM is part of the Australia on CD programme,
an Australian Federal Government multimedia initiative.
Further information is available at the Department of
Communications
and
the
Arts
Web
page
at
http://www.dca.gov.au/

_ Stuart McKirdy (aged 16), Auchterader High School

Peter Shirlel, The Wildlife Trusts. The Green, Witham Park. Waterside South. Lincoln LN5
7JR. Telephone 01522544400.
Stewart Campbell, Countryside Council for Wales. Plas Penrhos, Ffordd Penrhos. Bangor.
Gwynedd LL57 2LQ. Telephone 01248 385693. e-mail: s.campbell@ecw.gov.uk
And)' King, English Nature. Northrnin,ter House. Peterborough PEI lUA.
Telephone 01733 455000.

Production
Seabur) Salmon. Seabury Sal mon & Associates. Beechwood. Poyner Road, Ludlow.
Shropshire SY8 IQT Telephone 01584 877442. Fax 01584 875416.
e-mail: seabury.salmon@diaLpipex.com

Circulation and subscription
Enquiries sbould be made to Rob Threadgould (details abo\'e).
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